




























































































































































































Astronaut (U.S. & I.P.'s)
ISS Observations (US & IP's) Mean 95% CI of the Mean
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Pilot Study with n=10
Observations Mean 95% CI of the Mean
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Simulated sample number representing n=10 observations in each
Simulated t-score Mean of Simulated t-scores 95% CI of the Simulated Mean
Each column of hollow diamonds along the X-axis represents a simulated sample of n=10.
The probability for any single astronaut to fall under the cut-off = 0.014.
1000 Simulations of n=10 Astronauts where the Mean BMD t-score
is Lower than Historical data by 20% of the Historical Range
What have we gained?
• A visual representation of the individual risk of 
falling bellow a pre‐established, clinically relevant 
threshold.
– P(fail) = 0.014
• A reminder that our single‐sample pilot data is 
just that—a random sample from the larger 
population.
• An extension of our data, informed also by 
historical data and the literature, enabling a 
discussion of next steps.
What did it cost?
• Zero cost for additional subjects
• Zero up mass for spaceflight
• Zero competition with other studies
• …Zero new data!
• Time & expertise for reflection following pilot 
study to contemplate simulation parameters
• Time & expertise for conducting the Monte Carlo 
simulations.
– Minimal software requirements… potentially free
Limitations of MC Simulations
• They are never as good as real data & cannot 
stand alone
– Useful as an augmentation tool
• Simulation parameters and assumptions can be 
tenuous & vulnerable to competing theories
• When pilot studies are small, their contributions 
to the MC Simulations can be questionable
– Thus my recommendation to use the literature to help 
guide model assumptions & parameters 
Next.. 
• Dr. Feiveson is going to take this idea one step 
further, and discuss the Bayesian approach to 
statistical analysis.
– Can Bayes help with small‐n?
